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Abstract 

The Programmatic Review (PR) process is directed by procedures established with 

Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI). The review process is in keeping with Parts 

2 and 3 of the Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European 

Higher Education Area (ESG 2015) and based on the internationally accepted and 

recognised approach to reviews (QQI, 2018, p.4).  PR generally takes place in 

Institutes of Technology every four or five years.  One of the main objectives of the 

PR process is to facilitate improvements in Teaching and Learning for the benefit of 

Learners.  PR consists of two main phases (i) self-evaluation report (SER) and (ii) 

programme validation (The DkIT Hub, 2018).  The following case study focuses 

mainly on the SER for the General Business (GB) Programme in 2014/5 for the 

Institute of Technology Blanchardstown (ITB), Dublin 15 in the Republic of Ireland.  

“Self-evaluation is a self-reflective and critical evaluation completed by the members 

of an institution’s community. It is the way in which the institution outlines how 

effectively it assures and enhances the quality of its teaching, learning, research and 

service activities” (QQI, 2018, p14).   

 

The case study examines the major activities from the perspective of a Lecturer who 

was responsible for PR in the GB programme and was also the Course Co-ordinator 

(Programme Chair).  It covers the entire process from start (October) to finish (June).  

The case study offers a reflective insight into the PR project including the various 

tasks, milestones and deadlines.   
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1. Introduction and Motivation 

 
Programmatic review (PR) is a quality review process whereby a provider conducts a 

critical evaluation of its programmes.  It is an opportunity to review a suite of 

programmes developed and delivered over a period of time and to streamline them 

(The DkIT Hub, 2018). 

  
I took the lead on the PR2015 GB project as I was then the Course Co-ordinator for 

ITB’s GB Programme (full-time plus part-time) and the Year Tutor (YT) for the full-

time first year GB students.  It therefore became my responsibility to lead the process 

on behalf of the GB programme.  My main focus was on the Volume 2 submission for 

GB.       

Three sets of documents were required for submission by each academic department.   

Volume 1- outlining school and departmental activities, research activity, CVs, etc.    

Volume 2 - programme reports compiled for each programme (including GB).   

Volume 3 - updated syllabi. 

 

2. Method and Timeline  

October 2014 

The PR project started for me in early October with a document from the Head of 

Department (HOD) introducing PR and outlining our tasks, roles, responsibilities and 

deadlines from October to the following April.  I now realise the importance of that 

particular document because it became a very useful resource functioning as a Project 

Plan for the duration of our PR process.     

A Department meeting was held in late October to outline and discuss all the above.  

My over-riding memory from that meeting was the following quote from our HOD 

which guided me throughout the project: “remember no matter what your decision is, 

it needs to be based on research not opinion. You will have to defend your programme 

to a PR panel in April 2015”.   
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Research was now firmly at the top of the agenda and in October focus groups were 

arranged by a YT to carry out research with the GB 3rd and 4th year undergraduate 

students.  The focus groups each consisted of about eight students and were held 

during tutorials.  External research was also carried out by another YT in the form of 

an Environmental Analysis which consisted of two key components: 

1. Competitor Higher Education institute offerings in similar programmes 

2. Observations from key reports relevant to the sector/discipline. 

Further research was then carried out with employers through an “Industry Panel” 

where we asked nominated Industry experts to attend a workshop and give us 

feedback on our GB programme.  A structured set of questions along with the existing 

Approved Course Schedule (ACS) was forwarded to the panel in advance of the 

workshop.  I found this Industry Panel experience fascinating and informative as it 

gave an in-depth insight into the mind-set of employers when hiring GB graduates.  I 

discovered that I had to refer to the output from this panel frequently over the 

following twelve months especially when questions were raised regarding the 

necessity for changes to modules, the ACS or the GB programme in general.     

Feedback was also solicited from GB graduates, by a YT, via an on-line survey.  This 

research gathered details on graduate employment such as salary, position in 

organisation, relevance of qualification, areas for improvement of the programme, 

further studies etc.  LinkedIn is a very useful resource to assist in identifying 

graduates for such surveys.  We also surveyed all GB Lecturers (full-time and part-

time) as part of a SWOT analysis.  My fellow academics and I gained a valuable 

insight into how we each felt about the overall structure and efficacy of our GB 

programme because of our deliberations on this SWOT analysis.     

 

November 2014  

This month was mainly devoted to ACS activities.  The Programme Learning 

Outcomes (PLOs) were also analysed.  GB Lecturers were requested to examine their 

modules on ‘Course Builder’ and make any necessary amendments based on (i) the 
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outputs of October’s research and (ii) the Department’s strategic direction 

(Technological University, etc.).  Most existing modules were modified/updated at 

this stage and new proposed modules were entered into ‘Course Builder’ in draft 

format.  Course Builder is an integrated and modular curriculum management IT 

system including document repository, workflow documentation and publication 

(Akari, 2018).  

 

 

December 2014 

I setup and chaired a special PR-GB Course Board in early December where all GB 

Lecturers and student representatives reviewed the proposed ACS changes.  Approval 

was granted by the Course Board so I then forwarded a new/revised version of the GB 

ACS to the HOD.  A summary of all ACS/Course Builder changes was also produced 

and forwarded to the HOD.  At this stage I began to feel that the entire PR project was 

taking shape and I could finally see really tangible outputs. 

  

January 2015 

PLOs and Module Learning Outcomes (MLOs) became the focus and to assist a 

number of “Learning Outcome” workshops were organised.  A detailed template was 

then circulated for Volume two of the complete PR submission document.  Outputs 

from all previous research now needed to be collated into to this template.  Now, as I 

reflect back on this stage I can see similarities with the compilation of a master’s 

thesis.       

 

February 2015 

Our research now began to focus on compiling details of recent and ongoing 

postgraduate activities of academics in the Department of Business 

(Doctorates/research projects/publications etc.).  We used Google Docs as a means of 

capturing this data.  Updated CVs for each Lecturer on the GB Programme were also 

collected for inclusion in Volume 1.      
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March 2015 

An “Assessment Methodology Matrix” was compiled mapping MLOs and PLOs to 

the types of assessment employed on every GB module.  Google Docs was our data 

capture mechanism for this and I believe it was a major time and effort saving facility 

compared to previous data compilation methods.  Transitional arrangements were also 

documented, where appropriate, for each existing and/or new module.  I then 

produced the following summaries based on our PR research and on documents 

supplied by the Registrar’s office: (i) Graduate profiles; (ii) Key themes from the 

graduate survey; (iii) Current learner profiles; (iv) External examiner reports; and (v) 

Progression statistics.  After much proof-reading by the YTs and myself I then 

submitted the final GB PR document to the HOD - 17,881 words on 104 pages!  It felt 

like we were finally letting go of our baby as we handed over this PR document 

containing our collective thoughts and aspirations for a new and improved GB 

programme.         

 

April 2015 

Our peer review panel meeting was scheduled for the last week in April. I realised this 

was a significant event and marked possibly the most critical process within PR.  A 

panel of academics (national and international), industry representatives and a student 

representative was appointed by the Registrar for the purpose of the external 

evaluation.  Nervousness and a certain amount of adrenalin are my memories of the 

day of the external panel meeting as we discussed and defended our work for the 

previous seven months.  It felt something similar to a viva voce.  The overall feedback 

from the panel was very positive and the Department of Business was commended for 

the work invested in the PR process.  The panel and chair noted the enthusiasm and 

engagement of all of the programmes and associated lecturers.  I was immensely 

relieved and happy to receive this positive feedback.  
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3. Learnings from the Experience 

 
Reflecting back on the overall experience I can now appreciate the importance of the 

YTs and how fortunate I was to work with an excellent and co-operative team of YTs.  

Delegation of tasks became an important feature to ensure the tight timelines were 

achieved.  Clear and frequent communication was essential between all members of 

the GB Lecturing team, the HOD and the other PR leads on the other Business 

programmes.  Version control was an issue initially due to frequent document 

updates.  However, I believe we overcame this by using Google Docs as a document-

sharing platform.  Additionally I am certain we benefitted from a dedicated PR 

Moodle site that I setup to store/share important documents/templates/resources.  This 

site is still in existence today (2018) and will be of significant benefit to the project 

team responsible for ITB’s next GB PR, starting in early 2019.     

 

4. Conclusions and Future Work 

 
In June 2015 we received a much anticipated formal report from the peer review panel 

and there were three recommendations for the GB Programme as follows: 

I. Following a review of the pilot work placement offering in the Accounting & 

Finance programmes reconsider the structure of the general business 

programme to enable the inclusion of work placement. 

II. Consider introducing the opportunity for students to undertake a semester of 

study abroad similar to the opportunity provided to students on the 

International Business programme. 

III. Consider combining the digital and service marketing modules to introduce a 

unique foundation in marketing 

All academics on the GB Programme were then surveyed for their feedback/response 

to the above panel recommendations.  In conclusion, I am delighted to say that the GB 

programme was commended by the peer review panel and granted approval from 1-

September 2015 until 31-August-2020. 
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